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Introduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Partnering with the Robotics Club: In 2017, the engineering department asked the library whether it could support a semi-permanent space for the robotics club. After some discussion, the library repurposed a space that was languishing with aging and underutilized equipment. Through this partnership, the club has continued to gain members and the library found a partner that not only makes use of our space and educational and makerspace technology, but has also begun providing peer-to-peer support.



The Robotics Club

Vex Robotics K-12 
outreach

Independent 
Projects

The mission of the Robotics Club is to encourage students and faculty to discuss, 
prototype, and test robots that they choose to create on their own or with others. 
Students from all majors and disciplines are welcome to participate in the club 
activities. No experience in robotics is necessary!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The club consists of a president, a vice president, and executive members.Most students are from computer science, and data science, although there are a few students from business that are helping coordinate travel and other financial aspects of the club. The club is funded from the engineering department with support from the natural/applied sciences dean that is interested in supporting clubs that apply learned concepts to real world applications. Other clubs include the Baja racing club, UAV, and app development. Although the club provides support for personal projects (such as those that use Arduinos), most of the work of the club focuses on VEX Robotics competition and K-12 outreach. The club provides outreach to Turnbridge High school. This is overseen by the co-president. Currently they use Lego Mindstorms to demonstrate basic robotics principles. 



The VEX Robotics Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VEX Robotics program 4 minute intro video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JMtYzm__hzE&feature=youtu.be More information at:(https://www.vexrobotics.com/competition).https://www.facebook.com/LoyolaHoundBotsTwo groups are formed with two bots: coders, write the logic behind the robotics operations; called the builders, build the structure of the robots. These two groups work independently but then meet routinely to share updates on each groups progress and to integrate their work.



Robotics Club Obstacles

 Club Met in engineering building
 Arena was in a classroom 
 Workspace was on another floor of the building
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Presentation Notes
Originally, the club had to continuously pack up and redeploy their equipment due to a lack of dedicated space. These obstacles meant that the club lost valuable time reconfiguring the space and running back and forth between the two spaces. 



DVD/multimedia 
viewing area
 Approximately 19’ x 37’
 2 four  quad cathode ray monitors 

viewing stations (dvd and vhs!)
 3 Walls lined with DVD collection 

circa 1990’s
 Outdated
 Decreased use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are still quality movies to be picked up here, however, the collection has not been maintained with the advent of streaming video services. The fourth wall is a partial wall that serves as a divider between the access services workspace and this patron area. 



Making an Agreement

Symbiotic 
Needs

Initial 
Meeting MOU
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When the department chair and the club faculty sponsor approached library administration on whether there could be space available for this purpose, the request was then sent to Matthew Treskon, the Technology Librarian (who also happens to be the subject liaison to math/stat/engineering/computer science). The department chair and faculty sponsor shared a document outlining their request. Matthew reviewed available spaces, and, with approval from library administration, offered some space in the underutilized DVD/multimedia viewing area. The original Memorandum of Understanding was a two page document, which was streamlined in to the following:



The MOU

 Title: Robotics Space at Loyola Notre Dame Library
 Parties: Loyola Notre Dame Library and Loyola University Maryland’s (LUM) 

Engineering Department
 Period: September 2018 through August 2019 trial. Agreement shall continue until 

either party cancels
 Goals: Provide a space within the library that can support the robotics club with 

particular emphasis on providing a dedicated floor space for the VEX Robotics 
competition

 Agreement: 
 The library will provide floor space to support the VEX Robotics workspace. In 

addition, the library will provide space for storage units, two collapsible tables, a dry 
erase board, and eight collapsible chairs. All furniture will be provided by The LUM 
Engineering Department and will be clearly labelled by LUM Engineering 
Department. At this time, the library does not agree to moving the DVD collection.

 LUM Engineering Department agrees to work within existing library hours and abide 
by library policies. LUM Engineering also agrees to ensure unimpeded access to the 
DVD collection. 
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Enjoying the New Space

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently, there approximately 25 members. The club has grown considerably over the past few years, starting at 5. The club meets Thursday 6-8 and Friday at the library 3-6 (some students may have lab on one day)



Student Led Tech Popup Class

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The robotics club has also started to teach hands-on popup classes. This provides the students with the opportunity to develop skills in teaching, planning, and presentation.Recently, a co-president, organized fellow robotics team members to present an Arduino Basics workshop. The Technology Librarian suggested this idea to the club sponsor, at which point the club sponsor shared the idea with the co-presidents of the club. Student helpers were interested in helping students through process and to explain what the code was actually doing.The instructor wanted to teach the class in order to:encourage others to get involved, especially electronicsshare electronics with students from other disciplinesIntroduce students to the IEEE and robotics clubs  Ideas for the future workshops include:integrate more sensors to develop a more complex project, have separate teamsDevelop a basic robot, like a sumo bot



Pop-Ups in Academic Library

 Geography: The library usually inhabits a central place on the 
university campus

 Space: Academic libraries usually have seminar and instructional 
labs that can be used for different purposes. 

 Culture: The library plays a central role in the academic life and as 
an active third space. 
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Pop-up classes at Loyola (and Notre Dame) are conceived as extracurricular workshops designed to facilitate hands-on learning and discovery. The classes usually have open registration and are not limited to a particular class, department, or curriculum. Topics can focus on a subject matter or on skills development, and can be led by a faculty member or even a student.In general, the academic library is a good place to host a standalone pop-up class or a pop-up class series for a variety of reasons, including: geography, space, and culture. Geography: In the case of LNDL, we are in between two campuses and therefore on the edge of both. This geography leads to proximity with student, and faculty life. An extracurricular workshop, such as a popup class, is more likely to be attended if near other venues, such as dining and classes. This is actually not the case for LNDL. Since the building was built between the two campuses, it is on the edge of both. Space: LNDL has an instruction lab with 30 PCs, and another lab with modular furniture that seats 20. (This room is equipped with laptops, so table space is clear.). The library also launched the IDEASpace which includes a viz wall, messy cart, and modular furniture. Culture: The library is also welcoming to all students and faculty regardless of discipline. This aspect of the academic library lends itself well to the interdisciplinary nature of pop-up classes. Academic space is equally welcoming to art majors as it is to engineering and computer science majors. Thus, a class on technology is more likely to draw in humanities and social science students as well as promote dialogue across academic disciplines. One aspect of pop-up classes in an academic library environment is that the classes should not just be about your content but rather should emphasize the university community's content and expertise. This will keep the work involved in hosting the popup classes down but also promote community engagement.  The Library has found that these classes serve as a good introduction to the new technology in the new makerspace, now named “The Innovation Station.” The Loyola Notre Dame Library supports these pop-ups by finding interested faculty to teach the courses, marketing the classes to students, and providing appropriate space and technology. Based on post-class assessment, these classes are generally well-received and students frequently report that they have learned something entirely new or developed deeper understanding of a technology. Classes generally range from 10-20 participants. As the program has become more established, registration during the past two semesters has dramatically increased.



Innovation Station
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The Robotics club members are also heavy users of our Innovation Station.The library launched its makerspace in the fall of 2017 with 3d printing, 3d scanning, computerized sewing and embroidery, a large format printer, a one-button recording station, and a music creation/editing computer. Faculty from both universities and from a broad spectrum of disciplines have expressed a need for maker technology. In fact, each item in our makerspace was based on a faculty recommendation.  We are aware that makerspaces are available in K-12 schools and students are starting to expect them in higher education. New pedagogical approaches can leverage the makerspace’s experiential learning opportunities.Fall of 2018, the library expanded its offerings to include a recording studio, a digital papercutting machine called the Cricut Maker, a Laminator, a button maker, virtual reality equipment and floorspace, and Arduino and Raspberry Pis (see appendix for details). During the October 2018 Open House, the library unveiled the Makerspace’s new name, “The Innovation Station.”All technology is free to use for Loyola and Notre Dame faculty/students/staff. The reason for this is two-fold: first, requesting a chargeback model for the small cost of material would inhibit uptake on the technology and discourage creative exploration; second, the administrative overhead for implementing a pay-to-play would not be recouped by the small charges. The makerspace is designed to support both curricular and extra-curricular activities. Instructors will be able to tie-in “creating” to class activities in order to enhance the learning experience. In addition, the makerspace will enable students to explore interests that may be outside their area of study in a low stress environment that encourages creativity; making can be fun, relaxing and encouraging.Although the tech is free, there are conditions on use. All makerspace users are required to agree to and sign a terms and conditions waiver form, and some technology requires certification, which consists of a half an hour to an hour of training per device. By leveraging the library’s existing circulation system, the library regulates appropriate use of equipment and maintain usage data. �



Looking 
Ahead

Removal of DVDs (complete)

Removal of DVD shelves 

Removal of view stations

Develop plan for multi-purpose 
space
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As an extension of the Access Services redesign, the entire DVD collection has moved to another floor. It remains to be decided whether the quad cubicle viewing stations will be move/removed (probably). This will free up a large portion of space. We hope the Robotics club will continue to make use of the space as part of an extended makerspace area.



VEX Robotics Competition 2019-20



Thank you!

 Matthew Treskon
(Technology Librarian) 
mtreskon@loyola.edu

 Youlanda Halterman 
(Digital 
Technology/Web 
Supervisor) 
yhalterman@loyola.edu
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